Manifesto

I, Chaitanya Kolhe (17D170018) if elected as the Literary arts Secretary, plan to do the following this:

As the Literary Arts Secretary:

My Initiatives:

To improve the reading culture of the hostel

• Create a comfortable reading room (or space) for those hostellers who want to sit back, take a novel and spend an evening reading it
• Get a collection of new novels of popular authors to encourage people to use the reading room (or space)
• Update the existing database of books
• Create a hostel portal for the database of library books and make it accessible through the Hostel 2 App with the help of the Web Secretary
• A Book Collection Drive i.e. collecting books of the graduating and Post graduating students before they leave

To enhance participation in GC’s

• A database of the Thirdies and Sophies who have performed well in previous GC’s
• Fortnightly activities on the Facebook groups like Quizzes and Story writing to keep the group lively along with that some prizes for the first three prize holders
• Practice sessions before every GC on an online platform so that more people can participate in the GC
• Generous rewards for GC winners for the sake of incentives

Duties:

As a Literary Arts Secretary:

• To improve the overall hostel performance in the GC’s
• To cultivate enough motivation among hostellers regarding literature reading and eventually, bringing out the best out of them
• To ensure that no literature enthusiast is left unsatisfied in terms of participation, mentorship (for freshmen) or opportunities to represent the hostel in any GC
• To inform all the students about the any literary arts related activities or workshops conducted anywhere in the institute
• To keep the library accessible to anyone who wants to indulge in reading
As a Council Member:

- To provide all the support to the hostel council during Hostel Fests, PAF, Intras and other activities
- coordinate with other secretaries and help them to organise their respective GC’s

Contact Details

Email ckolhe12@gmail.com

Contact Number 9834025294

Room 47